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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that over a field of characteristic zero the Specht modules 
corresponding to all the different partitions of n give a complete set of non- 
isomorphic irreducible representations of the symmetric group S,. 
when the ground-meld K has non-zero characteristic P, the Specht module 
is no longer always irreducible. In [9] it is shown that for p # 2, the Specht 
module S’ is indecomposable for all partitions & and James [S ] shows that 
if ,l is p-regular ??I is indecomposable. In [4] he shows that one partition of 
7 gives a decomposable module when p = 2, but little is known about the p- 
singular case in generaI. 
In this paper we investigate Specht modules for hook partitions at charac- 
teristic 2. These are 2-singular whenever they have three or more parts. By 
considering their endomorphism ring we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for them to be decomposable. In the final section.of the paper we 
consider some of the summands in greater detail. 
2. SPECHT MODULES AND PERMUTATION MODULES 
For any field K we denote by r the group algebra KS,,. Let f be any 
polynomial over K in the indeterminates x, , xZ ,..., x,. We can represent the 
action of any element G of S, on $ by xi + x,,(~), i = 1,2,..., n. Then rf is a 
left r-module. 
A partition of n is a sequence /E = (AI, &,,.., A,) such that 
~,+1,...+d,=nand/2,~~11,.,.Z/1,.Ifforsomei,ili=ili+,=ili+,_,we 
say ,l is p-singular. Otherwise it is p-regular. Corresponding to each partition 
I we can construct a Young diagram consisting of an array of nodes in s 
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rows with Izi nodes in row i for each i. If we arrange x, ,..., x, in this array in 
any order we obtain a Young tableau y. We can construct a polynomiaIf(y) 
as follows. Let Y be the set {(i, j): xi and xi are in the same column of y, xi 
is above xi}. Then 
f(Y) = n txi - x,j>* 
(i,.i)EY 
S-l = Tf(y) is called the Specht module corresponding to the partition A. The 
Specht polynomials corresponding to different A-tableaux y are not all 
linearly independent. Clearly, if xi and xj are in the same column of y, 
11 + WI.&9 = 0. G arnir [3] discovered another set of linear relations. Let 
y be a tableau with two columns (a,, a, ,..., a,) and (6,) b, ,..., b,) with t > s. 
We denote by C(y) the set of all column permutations of y, and let Q be the 
set of permutations on {a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,}, where q is any integer 1 < q < s. 
If X is a set of left coset representatives of Q n C(y) in Q, and q is the alter- 
nating representation (I + sgn O, u E S,, then 
c v(g) u-(Y) =0. REX 
CREx v(g)g is called a Garnir element of y. The polynomials corresponding 
to A-tableaux in which the indices 1,2,..., rr appear in increasing order along 
the rows from left to right and down the columns form a basis for S’ [9]. 
We shall use the following application of the Garnir relations. 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a well-defined r-homomorphism from SA to a r- 
module V such that f (y) -+ v for some v E V $ and only if TV = 0 for all 71 
such that n is a Garnir element on neighbouring columns of y and all 
PI = 1 + o, where o transposes two adjacent entries in the same column of y. 
It has been shown in [2] that the elements 7c defined above generate the 
annihilator ideal off(y) over r. Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence 
of this. 
There is also a permutation module M’ associated with a partition A. We 
Put 
g(y) = fi X;(k)-1, 
k=l 
where xk lies in the i(k)th row of the L-tableau y. Then MA = rg( y). It is 
easily verified that Sa is a submodule of Ma. There is a symmetric S,- 
invariant bilinear form ( , ) defined on Ma by 
MY), g(z)) = 1 if g(y) = g(z), 
zz 0 otherwise 
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extending by linearity to the whole of M”. We denote by S”- the set 
{REM’, ((,S’)=O}. J ames [5, Chap. l] proves the following results 
concerning these modules. 
2.2. If U is a submodule of MA, then either U? S” or US SAL. 
2.3. Dim Ma = dim SA + dim SAL. 
2.4. SA/(SA n SAL) is zero when A is psingular and irreducible when 
A is p-regular. 
2.5. When A is p-regular SA/(S” n SAL) is the unique top composition 
factor of S’, and occurs as a composition factor of Ma precisely once. 
We readily deduce for p-regular 1 
2.6. SA is irreducible o S” n SaA = (0) o MA = S” @ Sai. 
We shall make extensive use of the permutation module A@“-‘,‘) generated 
over r by U = x, x2 ,..., x,., and of the r homomorphism f$:M’“-‘,” + 
M’npk+k’, where for O<a<n-r and O<b<r, i?~+,U is the sum of all 
products of (r + a) distinct indeterminates from {xi ,..., x,,} which are 
divisible by U, and tY_, U is the sum of all products of (r- b) distinct 
indeterminates from {xi ,..., x,}. We set SY,U= 1 and &U=O for k < 0. 
Clearly 4 and t9: are dual homomorphisms. Thus if w  E Mcn-a.o’ and 
u E M(“-‘*‘), for any integer b, 0 < b < n, (eew, v) = (8iw, 6~). From 
this we deduce the composition rules for the homomorphisms, 
2.7. if a < b < c then 8,bB; = (z-8) @, 
2.8. if a > b > c then 0,“0; = (;I:) 8,“, 
2.9. if a > b and b < c, then B,bB,“v = C~$@*c’ (i) e~v&‘:,“fi, and 
2.10. if a <b and b > c, then Bf@v =C;zi”,‘,‘!, (~1~1~~~) 
0tve,“:,“t?. Peel [lo] deduces a further property, that is, 
2.11. if t<r, e:_,e:-e:I1e:_,=(n-r-t+ i)e;-,. 
3. ENDOMORPHISMS OF HOOK MODULES AT CHARACTERISTIC 2 
For the remainder of this paper K will be taken to be the field of order 2. 
This has been shown [8] to be a splitting field for S”. We define a hook 
module to be the Specht module S(n-r*lr) corresponding to a diagram with 
n - r nodes in the first row and r rows containing just one node. The 
polynomial corresponding to any (n - r, 1’) tableau y with x, ,..., x,+ , in its 
first column is nlGi, jGr+ i (Xi + Xi). We note that this is independent of the 
order in which x, ,..., x,+, appear in the column. Let S(r) be the submodde 
@+lMcn-r-l.r+l) OfM(n-r.r). We have I 
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THEOREM 3.1. If K is a field of charactersitic 2, there is a 
r-isomorphism Scnpr,“) + S(r) in which IIlgi<j<r+ I Cxi + x,j>+ 
e;+ ‘(x, x* “’ x,+ ,). 
A proof of Theorem 3.1 may be found in [7, Sect. 61. We shall also use 
the following result from [7, 61. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {y, ,..., y,, z ,,..., z,.} be a set of distinct indeter- 
minates from \xz,..., x,}. Then nf=I (Yi + zi)+ CCi=yiOrzi ei”(XICI ‘.. c,) 
gives a r-isomorphism from ScnWrqr’ to a submodule N of S(r). 
We shall find necessary and sufficient conditions for S(n-rq”) to be decom- 
posable by investigating the endomorphism ring of S(r). From Theorem 2.1 
we deduce 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be a r-module. There is a well-defined r- 
homomorphism S(r) --) V such that 0;’ ‘(x, ... x,+ ,) + v, v E V if and only if 
nv=O for all 7c in AUBUC, where A={l+(i,i+l): l<i<r), 
B = (1 + (i, i + 1): r + 2 < i < n} and C = {CrLf (i, r + 2)). 
Corresponding to the standard basis of SnPr*r’) we have as a basis for 
S{rJ, {SF+’ w: w  is a monomial containing x,}. Let Sz-, be the group of 
permutations on { 2,3,..., n). Then clearly S(r) is isomorphic to Mcn-r-‘,r) as 
an Sx-,- module. We find all the KS,*-, endomorphisms of S(r) and 
determine which are r-endomorphisms. Let 
pkerflg(X,X) = e;+‘g(x,e;xe:~;-‘Y), forall gS$-,,O<k<r, (1) 
where 
x=x, “’ x,+1, Y=xr+z “’ x,. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p be a r-homomorphism S(r)+ S(r). Then there exist 
integers a,, a, ,..., a, such that p = XI;=, a,Jk. 
Proof: Let P be the subgroup of SzP r which leaves the sets (x, ,..., x,+ , ) 
and ix,+ z ,..., x,) fixed. Then for any rz E P, 
7re:+‘(x,x) = e:+‘(x,x). (2) 
Let U, , U, be products of k indeterminates from {x1 ,..., x,+ , } and V, , V, 
products of r - k indeterminates from {x,, 2,..., x”}. Then there exists rr, E P 
such that x1 U, V, = U, V,. Let c, , c2 be the coefficients of 8~‘r(x, U, V,) 
and 19F”(x, U, VJ, respectively, in @~“(xrX). From (2), cr = c2 = ak, say. 
The result follows. 
We now use Lemma 3.2 to find the restrictions which must be placed on 
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the integers ak for p = C a,P, to be a r-homomorphism. We note that p, is 
the identity and so a, can be 0 or 1 without restriction. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let /I be the KS:_ ,-homomorphism C;:b a,Jk. Then j3 is 
a r-homomorphism if and only iffor all k, 0 < k < r - 2, 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(VI 
(4 
(vii) 
(viii) 
ak(ll f k) + ak+ l(r + k f 1) = 0, 
akk(n f k) i- ak+ ,(r i- k)(n + 1) = 0, 
ak(n t l>=o, 
(r -+ k)a, t ka,- I = 0, 
k(n+k+ I)a,-, -t-(nr+nk+n+ l)ak=O, 
(r + l)(n + r)a,-, + a,- 1 = 0, 
rap-, = 0, 
(n + l)a,-, =O. 
ProoJ For each k, ,LJkO:fi(x,X) is annihilated by the set A of Lemma 3.2 
and those IE E B which do not involve x,. Thus C akPk is a r- 
homomorphism if and only if 
r-1 
and 
[l + (12)] c akPkf!?:+‘(xlx)=o 
k=O 
(3) 
r+2 r-1 
z, (6 r + 2, z. ak~ke~+‘(x~~)=o. (4) 
We expand these conditions, using the notation of (1) and putting X, = X/Xi, 
Yi = Y/x,. 
s,r+‘(x,~kXa:~~-~y)=e~Xe:_;t-‘Y+(r-k+ l)x,8,‘-,X8:_;iV’y 
+ (n - 2r + k)x, 6;XtJ:I;I: Y. 
Thus 
r-i c=1 
z ak~k6~+1(x,X) = C a~~~Xe~~~-’ Y 
k=O k=O 
r-2 
+ k~~[(n-2rtk)a,+(r-k)ak+,]X,B;XB~~~_:Y 
+ (n-r- i)a,-,x,0:-,X. (5) 
Substituting in (3), 
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r-1 
c ake,r(x + XIX,) e,“:;- Y 
k=O 
r-2 
+ C ~(n-2r+k)ak+(r-k)ak+,~~x2e~(X,~2)+~~e;x]e:_;l~:~ 
k=O 
+ (n-r- l)~,_,[x,e~_,x+x,e:_,(x,x,)] = 0. 
That is, simplifying mod 2 
(x, + x2) I 
r-2 
x2e:::-'Y + c [(n+k)ak+(r+k)ak+,] 
k=O 
Xe;-~x2e,"~,'~~Y+(n+r+l)u,-,e~~~X2 =O. 
I 
(6) 
To expand (4) we note 
rt2 
-s (i, Y + 2) e;xe:y Y 
i: I 
rt2 
= r (i,r+ 2)[e;x(e::;-2Y,,, +x,t2e:~;3r+2)l 
i= I 
+x,e;~e::;~:~rt2+(k+ l)xrt2e;xe:_;G::yrt2 
+ (k + l)e;, ,xe::;:: yr+2. 
Also 
rt2 
x (i, r + 2)x, e;xe;:;:: y 
i=l 
=p-k+ l)x,e;xe:~;~:Y,,,+(r-k+ l)xlx,t2e;~,xe~~;~:y,+2 
+ xrt2e;xe;:;:: yrt2 + (k + 2)x,x,,,e;xe:~;~: Y,+~ 
+(k+ i)x,e~,,xe:~;~;yrt2. 
Substituting in (4) and (5) and simplifying mod 2, 
r-1 
o= 2 [(r+k)~k+kuk_,j e;xe:py,,,+ ~uoe;-r-2Yrt2 + ru,-,x 
k=l 
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+(nr+n+ l>a,e::;PZY,+, + [(r+ l)(n + r-lure2 + a,-,] 0:-,X) 
I 
r-2 
+x,+2 k~o(n+ l)a,e;Xe~~~,‘_:Y,+,+(n+ 11%,Cl 4 
I 
r-3 
+xIxr+z C [k(n + k)~, + (r + k)(n + l)~,, J e;xe::;:f Y,,  2 
k=O 
+ r(n + ‘)a,-,8:-,X . 
I 
(7) 
The theorem is then proved by equating coefficients as follows. In (7) the 
terms involving x x i r+2 give (ii), those involving xi give (v) and (vi), those 
with x,+~ give (iii) and (viii), and those involving neither x, nor x,+~ give 
(iv) and (vii). The coefficients in (6) give (i) and (n + r + l)a,_, = 0, which 
is linearly dependent on (vii) and (viii). 
4. DECOMPOSABILITY OF THE HOOK MODULE 
THEOREM 4.1. If n is even, S(r) is absolutely indecomposable. 
Proof. By Theorem 3S(iii) and (viii) CLzo ukPk is a r-endomorphism of 
S(r) if and only if uk = 0, 0 < k < r - 1. Hence the only r-endomorphisms of 
S(r) are 0 and 1, and Hom,(S(r), S(r)) zK. 
The case where n is odd is more complex. Before proceeding to our main 
theorem we establish some combinatorial results for pk. These results may 
also be applied to the endomorphism ring of the isomorphic module 
MO-r-1.e 
By Lemma 3.4, for 0 < k, I < r, there exist integers ujk, such that PkP, = 
Cszo ujkJj. To find ujk, we calculate the multiplicity- of jIj(xlX) in 
,fIk~,(x,X). Let w  be a fixed monomial in p,(xix> and let v be a monomial in 
/?,(xiX) such that Pk(v) contains w. Let i be the number of factors common 
to v, w  and X, so that v, w  and Y have k - i factors in common. We find the 
number of ways of choosing v. There are (i) choices for the common factors 
of v, w  and X, and ( ;I{) choices for the factors of X which are in v but not 
w. There are (;I{) choices for the common factors of v, w  and Y, and 
(“;i;_‘,?‘,j’) choices for the factors of v, Y, not w. Let Aj be the set of 
integers i for which all these binomial coefficients exist. Then the total 
number of monomials v in /3,(x,X) such that (jIkv, w) = 1 is 
We may list the restrictions on i explicitly i E Aj if and only if 
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.i> i, 
l>i>j+l-r5 
k>i>j+k-r, 
l+k-r<i<n-I-3r+j$k+l. 
(9) 
LEMMA 4.2. If n is odd, r is even and k is odd, /Ii = 0. 
Prooj: It is known (see, for example, [6, 1.2.6 1) that the binomial coef- 
ficient (y) is odd if and only if every 1 in the binary representation of f is 
matched by a 1 in the same position in the binary representation of s. We 
say s contains t (s I> t) in binary. 
If j is even and i odd, (i) is even, and ifj is even and i even, ( ;I!) is even. 
Hence for all even j, ajkk = 0 (mod 2). Now suppose j is odd and i even. It 
can easily be verified that i lies within the bounds of (9) if and only if i + 1 
does. Hence 
where Bl is the set of even integers in Ai. 
Then since j is odd and i even, j =I i o j2 i + 1. Since r-j is odd 
and k-i- 1 even, r-jlk-iar-jIk-i- 1. Since n--r- 1 + j 
n-2r-l+jIr-2k+io 
y- 2r”:s 2 r yzk + ir~lfkH~~ce (j~~f~~)2(“;~;;$‘) is odd if and only if 
(ii ,)( krT!, )‘(::i;;!,‘/) is odd. Thus the summation is zero. 
LEMMA 4.3. At characteristic 2, (CL z0 aJIk)’ = C; ,, ak&. 
ProoJ From (8) Pk., = /?,/Ik for all 0 < k, 1< r. The lemma follows since 
ak is either 0 or 1. 
We next use Theorem 3.5 to determine the endomorphism ring of S(r) 
when n is odd. 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) Ifn is odd d an r even a K-basis for Hom,(S(r), S(r)) 
is PA U 1P2, +P2r+l: 0 < t < r/2/. 
(ii) If n is odd and r is odd, a K-basis for Horn, S(r), S(r) is (/Izl+ 1 : 
O<t<(r- 1)/2}. 
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ProoJ (i) When n is odd and r even, the only non-vanishing conditions 
of Theorem 3.5 are (i) and (vi) for k even, (iv), (v) and (vi) for k odd. These 
are all satisfied if ak = uk+ , when k is even. 
(ii) When n and Y are both odd, conditions (vi) and (vii) give 
a r-1 = 0. Conditions (i), (iv) and (v) are satisfied if uk = 0 when k is even, 
and (ii), (iii) and (viii) vanish identically. 
We now proceed to the main theorem of this section, which shows us 
when S(r) is decomposable. It has been shown in (4) that the dual of S’ is 
isomorphic to S*‘@[ 1”], where the diagram for A’ is the transpose of the 
diagram for 1. If follows that at characteristic 2, Sa and S” are duals of 
each other. Hence S(“-r,19 is decomposable if and only if S(r+i*‘“~‘~‘) is 
decomposable. It is therefore sufficient to consider the cases where n > 2r. 
THEOREM 4.5. If n is odd, then S(r) is indecomposable if and only if 
n-2r-l=O (mod2L), where2L-‘<r<2L. 
Proof. Suppose rr - 2r - 1 = 0 (mod 2L). We show that unless k = r, pi 
does not contain Bj for any j < k, and so by Lemma 4.3 pk cannot be 
contained in any idempotent endomorphism of S(r). When k = Z(9) becomes 
iEAloj>iandk>i>j-tk-rand2k-r<i<n-l-3r+j+2k. 
Suppose first that 2k - r > 0. Then for any j < k, i E A,i e 2k - r < i < j, 
since we are assuming n > 2r. Hence i E Aj if and only if j + 2k - r - i E A i. 
We put n - 2r - 1 =x. We compare parities of (.i)(;~j)‘( ,:‘zi i ) and 
(j~i+j2k-r)(r-r~:-k)2(Jti). Since x-0 (mod2L), j?i+j?j-i, 
x+jlj-i in binary, and x+jlr-2k+iojlr-2k+io 
jI>j-r+2k-i in binary. Also r-jzk-ior-jzr-j-k+i. 
Hence the two terms have the same parity. If i = j + 2k - r - i, then r -j = 
2k - 2i, and so ( ;I,{) is even and the coefficient is 0. Thus if 2k - r > 0 and 
j < k, aikk = 0. 
Now suppose 2k-r<O and j<k. Then iEAjoO<i< 
min(j, x + j + 2k - r). For 0 < i < j + 2k - r the terms of the summation 
cancel as before. We show that for j + 2k - r < i < min(j, x + j + 2k - r) 
each individual term is zero. If x = 0 there are no terms to consider. If x # 0, 
x > r > r - 2k + j > r - 2k + i and so x contains no digits of r - 2k + i. 
Thus ( r-“z+ki+i ) is odd if and only if j contains r - 2k + i in binary. But 
i>j+2k-randsoj<r-2k+iand(,_“,+,‘,i)iseven.Henceajkk=0. 
Thus the only idempotent endomorphisms of S(r) when n - 2r - 1 E 0 are 
p, and 0, and so S(r) is indecomposable. 
Now suppose that n - 2r - 1 f 0 (mod 2L). In a ring with minimum 
condition every non-nilpotent left ideal contains an idempotent element [ 1, 
24.21. The endomorphism ring E of S(r) is finitely generated over K and so 
satisfies the minimum condition. We show that E contains a non-nilpotent 
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ideal whose elements have a non-zero kernel, and hence that there is a non- 
trivial idempotent endomorphism of S(r). 
First we consider the action of /?, and /3, on the module N defined in 
Theorem 3.2. Let q = CP r3:“(x, c, ... c,), where P is the set of products for 
which ci = yi or zr. 
In pOq each Sr,+ ‘(x,c, .” c,.) arises once, from the opposite set of values of 
ci. If Z is a product of r indeterminates which does not contain either of the 
values of ci for some i, OF+ ‘(x, Z) will arise an even number of times, since Z 
has no factors in common with c, ... yi ..’ c, if and only if it has no factors 
in common with c, “. zi c,. Hence pOq = q. 
In /?, q each et ‘(x, c, .‘. c,) arises r times, from the products in P which 
differ from c, c, in precisely one term. If Z is defined as before, Z will 
have one factor in common with c, yi .‘. c, if and only if it has one factor 
in common with c, ... zi ‘.. c,. Hence 8:+ ‘(x, Z) will arises an even number 
of times in ,0, q. Thus /?,q = rq. Let 
fr=Po when r is odd 
=&+B, when r is even. 
Then by Theorem 4.4, f, is a r-endomorphism of S(r), and from the 
above,f,q = q. Hence no ideal containing f, can be nilpotent. We show that 
there is a non-zero element L in S(r) such that f, is contained in the 
annihilator ideal of L. There are two cases to consider. 
(9 n-r-l does not contain r in binary. Put L = 
I$+ ‘(x, 19:~ ‘(x, ... x,)). Since L is a sum of basis elements it is non-zero. Let 
u be a fixed set of r elements from (x, ,..., x,). The number of r-sets w  from 
ix 2,...r~,} for which Iuf7wl=k is (L)(“;!;‘). Thus/?,L=($)(“;!;‘)L. 
Since n - 1 - r does not contain r in binary /?,,L = 0, and when r is even 
/I, L = 0 since r does not contain 1. Hence f, is contained in the annihilator 
ideal of L. 
(ii) n - 1 - r contains r in binary. By hypothesis n - 1 - r # r 
(mod 2’) and so there must be an integer m < I such that u = 2”’ is contained 
in n - 1 - r but not in r. Hence 
n-1-t-utir-u in binary. (10) 
Let U=X~X,...X,,+, and V=~~+~...x,,andputL=8::+‘(x,Cre:!~,:~”V). 
Again L # 0. 
AIL= ( 
n-l--u-r 
r-u 1 
e:+‘(x,e:‘-‘-“v), 
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P,L= 
( 
n-l-u-@-l) 
r-u ) 
e;+l(x,e:ue:pv) 
n-l--u-r 
+r 
( r--u-l 1 
e;+ ‘(x, ‘9,“:; -” V). 
By (lo), &L = 0 for all r. When r is even, since r - u is even and n - r - u 
odd, n-r-u2r-uon-r-u-l&r-u, and so the coefficients in 
P’L are also zero. HencefJ = 0 for all r. Thus the annihilator ideal of L is 
non-nilpotent and must contain an idempotent element rr. Since Ker n # 0, 
nS(r) is properly contained in S(r). Hence S(r) is decomposable. 
5. SOME DIRECT SUMMANDS OFTHE HOOK MODULE 
In this section we give, with a selection of proofs, some properties of the 
summands of S(r) in particular cases. 
We consider first the isomorphic image of S(n-r*“’ defined in Section 3 and 
find necessary and sufficient conditions for this to be a direct summand of 
S(r). We require a result concerning the permutation module MC”-’ ‘J+ “. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf n is odd, A4(n-r-‘*r+ ‘) z S(r + 1) @ S(r). 
Proof We have a r-homorphism /$+, : S(r) + M(“-‘-“‘+” and an 
exact sequence of r-modules 
‘ii 
M(“-r-l.r+ I) or ----+ S(r) -+ 0. (11) 
We show that 0:” t9:+, is the identity mapping on any basis element 
e:+'(x,Z) of S(r). Using 2.11, 
e;+le;+, = e;-le:-, + e; when n is odd. 
Thus e:+~e:+,e:+yx,~) = (e:-le:p,e;+~ + e;+l)(x,z) = e:+yx,z). 
Hence the sequence (11) splits and S(r) is a direct summand of 
A#“-‘-‘,‘+“. Clearly S(r + 1) = 0~f~M(“-r-Z~rf2’ E Ker OF+‘, and it can 
be verified by dimensions that equality holds. Hence Mcn-r-‘+rt ” z 
S(r + 1) @ S(r). 
When r = 1, S(r) = S(“-r*r’ and so trivially S(n-‘*” is a summand of S( 1) 
for all r. We now consider the case r > 1, using Lemma 5.1 and the 
properties of Ma and S’ given in Section 2. 
THEOREM 5.2. For r > 1, ScnPrqr’ is a direct summand of S(r) if and 
only if n is odd and SC”- ‘J’ is irreducible. 
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ProoJ If n is even, S(r) is indecomposable and there is nothing to prove. 
We consider the case where n is odd, and so (n - r, r) is 2-regular. Suppose 
first that S-‘,‘) is irreducible. Then by 2.6, 
MO-‘A = S(n-‘,‘) @ p-r.‘)- 
Since S(+‘,‘) c S(r) c M(“-‘,‘) we have 
s(r)= s(n-*J) @ (S(i-qf-7 P-r,+). 
Conversely, suppose S(r) = SCn--‘,‘) @ V. By Lemma 5.1 there is a module 
W isomorphic to S(r - 1) such that 
MC”-‘A = S”-‘J @ V@ we 
By 2.5, V@ W$ SCn-‘,” and so by 2.2, V@ WC S(n-‘qr)l. By 2.3, 
dim( V@ W) = dim S(n-‘,‘)A-) and so equality holds. Thus M(“-‘,‘) = 
Scn-‘,‘) @ S(“-‘*‘)L and by 2.6, Sn-‘,‘) is irreducible. 
It can be shown that the composition factors of S(r) are the composition 
factors of S(r - 2) together with those of S(“-‘,‘). From this we deduce 
THEOREM 5.4. If S(n-‘t’k7’-2k) is irreducible for all integers k such that 
0 <k < r/2, then S(r) = CfGk,‘,, S(n-‘t2k*‘-2k’. 
We note that if n is even, S(“-‘q” is reducible for r > 1 (see 15 I), and so 
this is consistent with earlier results. It can be shown that this is the only 
case where the hook module is completely reducible. 
James [5, Theorem 24.41 has found necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the unique one-dimensional submodule of MA, which is generated by the sum 
of its basis elements, to be a submodule of S’. This is generally known as 
the trivial module. We prove the further result, 
THEOREM 5.5. The trivial module is a direct summand of S(r) $ and 
only if n is odd, r is even, and n - 1 contains r in binary. 
Proof: If n is even, S(r) is indecomposable. Suppose n is odd and S(r) 
has a one-dimensional submodule H(r). Then any endomorphism a: 
S(r) -+ H(r) is given by ‘9:’ ‘ Z + kI(r) for all monomials Z in M(“-‘- I*‘+ ‘), 
k fixed. Consider a tableau giving rise to q+‘Z and let 7c be a Gamir 
element for the first two columns of this tableau. Then n contains r + 2 terms 
and nZ = 0. Thus, 
0 = a(@:+ ‘ xZ) = &I(r) = (r + 2) kZ(r). 
Hence r is even or k = 0, and there can only be a non-zero r-endomorphism 
S(r) -+ U(r) if r is even. 
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Now suppose n is odd and r is even. It is easily verified that a: 
6’Ft ‘2 --f Z(r) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.1. The sum of all basis 
elements of S(r) is e;+ ‘(x, tl- ‘(x* . X”)) = s;- ‘(x2 X”) + 
(n - r) x1 &!I~(x, . . x,J = 8:(x, x,J = Z(r). Hence Z(r) is a sum of (“1’) 
basis elements of S(r). Thus al(r) = Z(r) if and only if (“; ‘) is odd. That is, 
a is an idempotent endomorphism of S(r) if and only if rr - 1 contains r in 
binary. 
There is a corresponding result for r odd. If n and r are both odd, S(r) has 
a direct summand isomorphic to S(n-131) if and only if n - 2 contains r in 
binary. 
We look last at an exact sequence of hook modules which are all decom- 
posable. We note first that if r is an integer such that n - 1 zz 2r (mod 4) 
then r - 2k has the same property for any positive or negative integer k. 
Thus by Theorem 4.5, S(r- 2k) is decomposable for all k such that 
r - 2k > 1. Successive hooks in the sequence have the following property. 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf n - 2r - 1 = 0 (mod 4) then S(r) z V@ W, where V is 
a direct summand of S(r + 2) and W is a direct summand of S(r - 2). 
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